The lines between civil government, defense, intelligence, and private industry are blurring with the convergence of physical and digital environments. Our nation's adversaries are dedicating significant resources to honing tactics and executing cyber operations that threaten U.S. national and economic security. To these adversaries, the national cyber ecosystem is one battlespace. Securing this interconnected landscape requires a collective approach across government and industry.

We understand that a complex threat landscape requires a disruptive approach, so we’ve brought our cyber elite together as one focused team.

We pay close attention to adversarial techniques, technologies, and tactics to help you stay ahead of threats and harden your critical systems. Our advanced labs help you rapidly prototype, test, and scale superior mission solutions at the speed of operations. And our elite team of cyber experts have the breadth and depth of experience to solve our nation’s most critical cyber challenges. As a technology company, we provide:

**DEFENSIVE SOLUTIONS**

**What We Do**
Apply adversary insights to protect U.S. critical infrastructure and Federal assets against advanced persistent threats

**How We Do It**
Use adversary insights, client mission and network expertise, and an expansive vendor partner network to develop and integrate solutions in...

- **CYBERARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING**
  - Zero Trust, Operational Technology/Industrial Control Systems (OT/ICS), 5G, Cloud/SaaS

- **RISK MANAGEMENT**
  - Weapons Systems, OT/ICS, Supply Chain, 5G, Threat Emulations

- **ADVERSARY INFORMED DEFENSE**
  - Modern Security Operations, Threat Hunt, Adversary Red Teaming

**OFFENSIVE SOLUTIONS**

**What We Do**
Enable the Department of Defense and Intelligence Community to conduct full spectrum cyber operations against advanced adversaries in contested Areas of Responsibility (AORs)

**How We Do It**
Leverage vulnerability insights, mission tradecraft, cutting-edge lab infrastructure, and defensive insights to develop...

- **PLATFORMS**
  - Full-Spectrum Cyberspace Operations, Development Environment, Cross-Domain Solutions

- **TOOLS**
  - Foundational Toolkits, Specialized Toolkits

- **ENABLERS**
  - Delivery Tools and Training Kits

**MORE THAN CYBER RESILIENCY. CYBER SUPERIORITY.**

Ready to take the next step? Learn more at BoozAllen.com/NationalCyber